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History[ edit ] The self-formation of political organizations of Indigenous peoples of North America has been
a constant process over many centuriesâ€”the Iroquois Confederacy and the Blackfoot Confederacy are two
prominent pre-colonial examples. Other groups formed to enter into Treaties with colonial governments. In ,
the Allied Tribes of B. Rickard organized an annual celebration to assert border crossing rights, Indian rights
generally, and respect for the value and dignity of Indigenous culture. A split took place in the League of
Indians in , and in the Indian Association of Alberta was formed. After the Second World War, the other
faction formed "The Protective Association for Indians and Their Treaties" to advocate for native title and
recognition of rights over traditional territories and resources. Its objective was to protect Indian treaties and
treaty rights; to promote the welfare of the Indians of Saskatchewan, to foster progress in the economic
development, education and social life of Indians; and to cooperate with civil and religious authorities in
matters pertaining to Indian interests. Indian Chiefs to oppose the new proposed policy. A report of the federal
Interdepartmental Committee on Indian and Eskimo Policy in July formed the basis for the Secretary of State
Core Funding program for native organizations approved by Cabinet. The government envisaged a neat
package of three national aboriginal associations and one regional association per province or territory for
each. An adjustment was made in the case of Ontario where Indians had already organized four associations
on tribal and treaty lines. The objective was to assist groups "to communicate their needs and views effectively
to all levels of government, to participate in the political, social and economic institutions of Canadian society,
and to contribute to the development of aboriginal leadership. This has led to a situation in which the then
vice-president of the Native Council of Canada for non-status people was a status Indian, while the president
of the CYI and the vice-president of the Dene Nation were non-status Indians at this time. Supported by a
churches, labour and other citizen groups, the NIB mounted massive opposition to the government plan.
Startled by the strong opposition to the White Paper, the Prime Minister told the delegation the White Paper
would not be imposed against their will. Undoubtedly, this was one of the last steps in ending the Canadian
Residential School System , long opposed by Indigenous people, but also a first step in the push for
Indigenous self-governance. The NIB gained consultative status with the United Nations Economic and Social
Council in , until such time as an international Indigenous organization could be formed. However, the NIB
was not without its problems. Individual chiefs and regional groupings begin to chafe because their only
access to the national scene was through their respective PTOs. The chiefs complained they were not being
heard. The Chiefs were delighted with the opportunity, and at a second All Chief Conference, announced that
hereafter, the All Chief Conference would be "the one and only voice of Indian people in Canada. The
question arose as to what would happen with the Treaty and aboriginal rights that had been guaranteed by the
Imperial Crown if Canada took over its own governance. Strong national leadership from the Chiefs became
essential. The Chiefs formalized their governance structure, compromised by incorporating a "Confederacy"
composed largely of the NIB leadership, and made the NIB, an incorporated body, its administrative
secretariat. Documents acquired through access to information requests, reveal that heads of the RCMP, and
the Ontario and Quebec provincial police met in the summer of with then AFN national chief Phil Fontaine to
"facilitate a consistent and effective approach to managing Aboriginal protests and occupations.
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Muslim Brotherhood must have plan The Muslim Brotherhood has been part of the political scene in Egypt
for more than 80 years. It was formed there by Hassan al-Banna in Teacher al-Banna and his followers were
initially united by a desire to oust the British from control in Egypt, and to rid their country of what they saw
as "corrupting" Western influences. The original Brotherhood slogan was "Islam is the solution. In its early
years, the group concentrated on religion, education and social services, but as its membership grew, it moved
into the political sphere, organizing protests against the Egyptian government. In the s, an armed wing of the
Brotherhood was blamed for a string of violent acts, including the assassination of Egyptian Prime Minister
Mahmud Fahmi al-Nuqrashi in -- shortly after he had ordered the dissolution of the Muslim Brotherhood.
Al-Banna himself was assassinated soon afterwards -- his supporters claimed he had been killed on the wishes
of the government. In the s, the group disavowed violence and attempted to join the mainstream political
process, but it was banned by the regime of former Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak. Nonetheless, the
Brotherhood grew throughout the decade, as part of a general growth of interest in Islam, and the U. Mubarak
cracked down on the group, jailing hundreds of members. Why is it important in Egypt? The Brotherhood is
the oldest and largest opposition group in Egypt. Up until , it was illegal under Egyptian law banning all
parties based on religion. But in December that year, its political party -- the Freedom and Justice Party -dominated parliamentary elections, winning about half of the seats up for grabs. So how successful has the
Brotherhood been in power? Morsy came to power on June 30, , but since then his approval ratings have
plummeted. The chaos drove away many tourists and investors. Morsy has few friends as deadline looms Is
there still support for the Muslim Brotherhood? Columnist Frida Ghitis says one of the most striking things
about the protests against Morsy has been the intensity of anger towards the Muslim Brotherhood. She points
out that in June , more people had signed a Tamarod -- or rebel -- petition to withdraw support for Morsy than
voted for him in the election -- a sign, she says that "discontent has spread beyond the liberals, or former
regime supporters. Give Morsy a chance to fix this Egyptians accuse Morsy and the Brotherhood of engaging
in a process of "ikhwaninzation" -- or "Brotherhoodization", Ghitis says, describing it as "a quest to take
control of state institutions and impose their Islamist views on the population. And they thought secular was
synonymous with atheist. Egyptian historian Khaled Fahmy says Morsy adopted a "hard line, exclusive
approach," choosing Muslim Brotherhood members or sympathizers for powerful and not so powerful
positions in his government and the broader Egyptian administration. For decades they were oppressed,
sidelined, sometimes torture and even killed - most recently under the Mubarak regime, he says, but they
managed to stay organized. He says losing power after so long could be a bitter pill to swallow. How
influential is the Brotherhood elsewhere? There is also a branch in the U. Its offshoots outside Egypt are
markedly more conservative in their views: The Kuwaiti branch is said to oppose the right of women to vote.
Sayyid Qutb, a member of the Muslim Brotherhood in the s and s, developed the doctrine of jihad, and the
radical group Hamas is believed to be an offshoot of the Palestinian Muslim Brotherhood.
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Biography[ edit ] Manuel was born to Maria and Rainbow in , on the Secwepemc territory of the Shuswap
people. Maria later married Louie Manuel and George took his last name. It was there that Manuel met the
woman who would become his first wife, Marceline Paul, a Kootenai woman from St. Together Manuel and
Paul would have six children. He was elected chief of the Neskonlith Indian Band. Soon after, he and
Marceline separated. Not long after this, the federal Department of Indian Affairs hired Manuel for a position
with the Cowichan Tribes government at Duncan. Manuel worked as a Community Development Officer, and
increased the awareness of problems and conditions the Cowichan people were experiencing. Manuel moved
on from this position to a role with the Alberta Brotherhood, and developed a strong working relationship with
the Cree political leader Harold Cardinal. Manuel networked extensively with chiefs across Canada during his
time with the Alberta Brotherhood. Eventually Cardinal approached him to run for the position of national
chief of the newly created National Indian Brotherhood , a body that would represent almost , Indians. After
some time the National Indian Brotherhood would rename itself as the Assembly of First Nations, and Manuel
would serve as its national chief from to Building on this experience, in Manuel helped found and became the
president of the World Council of Indigenous Peoples , a position he kept until This work was inspired by his
thinking on the impact of successive waves of European expansion on Indigenous societies, a group he termed
"the Fourth World. Under his leadership, the UBCIC grew in esteem of indigenous people for whom it was
created and gained stature in the eyes of the general public. Manuel was honoured several times for his
lifetime of work representing both First Nations peoples in Canada and indigenous peoples worldwide. He was
made an Officer of the Order of Canada , and was repeatedly recognized for his international work with the
World Council of Indigenous Peoples. In he received an honorary degree from the University of British
Columbia in Vancouver. In , Manuel and Dr. Ryser formed the Center for World Indigenous Studies. His sons
Robert Manuel and Arthur Manuel became active in indigenous politics. His eldest daughter Vera Manuel
became an internationally known playwright, and poet, as well as a highly respected leader in the community.
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Here is part of this interview: We lived in peace. We were never in conflict. Americans and Europeans
exported the conflict created by Hitler in our Land. The Holocaust was a massacre against a race, against a
religion -- it is a really big crime, but we were never accused of it. Why do the Palestinians pay the price of
Nazis? In so doing, he wipes out in one swoop a 3,year span of Jewish history, including Jewish rule in the
land for nearly an entire millennium before the Roman conquest. And even after that conquest which sent
many Jews into exile, there remained a continuous Jewish presence in the Holy Land for the next 2, years.
Long before the Holocaust, Jews by the thousands and tens of thousands lived in dozens of Jewish
communities across the Holy Land. Compounding his perverted history, El-Erian also ignores the
pre-Holocaust Balfour Declaration of when the British Government, anticipating victory in World War I and
the breakup of the Ottoman Empire, called for the "establishment in Palestine of a national home for the
Jewish people. That same year, the U. Congress also followed suit in endorsing the Balfour Declaration. All
these events took place before the Holocaust. And wielding this perversion of history, El-Erian again uses the
Holocaust as a phony historical marker when he asserts that Jews and Arabs lived in perfect harmony in the
Holy Land before World War II and it was only after the war that relations soured when Americans and
Europeans "exported the conflict created by Hitler to our land. El-Erian conveniently erases from the historical
record a dozen Arab massacres of Jews, pre-Holocaust. In Hebron, in a two-day rampage, an Arab pogrom in
took the lives of 67 Jews. Jewish homes and synagogues were ransacked. In Jerusalem, 34 Jews were killed; in
Safed Unfortunately, Weymouth drops the ball in her interview. She lets El-Erian propound his lies without
any challenge on her part. Worse, she lets this Muslim Brotherhood propagandist get away with the last word
-- "Why do the Palestinians pay the price of Nazis?
Chapter 5 : Muslim Brotherhood uses Holocaust to delegitimize Israel
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